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Nonsupervised	Learning		
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Unsupervised	Learning	(USL)	
•  Unsupervised	Learning	Has	No	Clear,	Correct	Answers		
•  USL	=	Clustering,	Association,	and	Anomaly	Detection		

–  Clustering	=	discovering	the	inherent	groupings	in	the	data.	Ex:	
grouping	patients	by	their	baseline	disease	severity	and	demographic	
characteristics	

–  An	association	rule	learning	=	discovering	rules	that	describe	large	
portions	of	the	data.	Ex:	people	buying	product	A	also	tending	to	buy	
product	B.		

–  Anomaly	(outlier)	and	novelty	detections	=	identifying	items,	events	or	
observations	that	do	not	conform	to	an	expected	pattern.	Anomaly	
detection	can	also	be	a	supervised	learning.	Ex:	structural	defects,	
medical	problems,	text	errors,	or	bank	fraud		

•  Applications	
–  Grouping	breast	cancer	patients	by	their	genetic	markers	
–  Grouping	Movie	viewers	by	the	ratings	assigned	by	movie	viewers	
–  Finding	sale	items	that	are	highly	related	can	be	very	helpful	when	

stocking	shelves	or	doing	cross-marketing	in	sales	promotions,	catalog	
design,	and	consumer	segmentation	based	on	buying	patterns.	
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•  Apriori	Algorithm	for	Association	Rule		
–  Identify	the	frequent	individual	items	in	the	relational	database	and	

extends	them	to	larger	and	larger	item	sets	as	long	as	those	item	sets	
appear	sufficiently	often	in	the	database	

•  Principal	Component	Analysis	(PCA)		
–  Find	a	low-dimensional	representation	of	the	observations	
–  Sequentially	find	a	set	of	linear	combinations	of	the	predictors	that	

have	maximal	variance	and	are	orthogonal	with	each	other.		
•  K-Means	Clustering	for	Dimension	Reduction	

–  Partition	the	N	observations	into	a	pre-specified	K	clusters	so	as	to	
minimize	the	within-cluster	sum	of	squares:		

•  Hierarchical	Clustering	for	Dimension	Reduction	
–  Yields	a	tree-like	visual	representation	(Dendrogram)	of	the	

observations	without	pre-specified	number	of	clusters	

Common	Unsupervised	Learning	Algorithms	
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Hierarchical	Clustering	Algorithm	
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Hierarchical	Clustering	For	Breast	Cancer	Patients		
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Heatmap	of	Gene	Samples	
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Applications	Of	Clustering	Methods	
•  Böcke	et	al	(2005),	a	hierarchical	clustering	approach	for	large	compound	libraries	
•  Wallner	et	al	(2010)	studied	correlation	and	cluster	analysis	of	immunomodulatory	

drugs	based	on	cytokine	profiles.		
•  Tan	et	al	(2015)	and	Rasool	et	al	(2013)	use	neural	network	filtering	methods	are	

used	for	extracting	representations	that	best	describe	the	gene	expressions.		
•  Haraty	et	al	(2015)	studied	an	enhanced	k-mean	clustering	algorithm	for	pattern	

discovery	in	health	data.		
•  Yildirim	et	al	(2014)	use	k-means	algorithm	to	discover	hidden	knowledge	in	health	

records	of	children	and	data	mining	in	bioinformatics.	They	conclude	that	medical	
professionals	can	investigate	the	clusters	which	our	study	revealed,	thus	gaining	
useful	knowledge	and	insight	into	this	data	for	their	clinical	studies.		

•  Hameed	ert	al	(2018)	proposed	a	two-tiered	unsupervised	clustering	approach	for	
drug	repositioning	through	heterogeneous	data	integration.	

•  MacCuish	et	al	(book,	2019),	clustering	in	bioinformatics	and	drug	discovery	
•  Ma	et	al	(2019),	a	comparative	study	of	cluster	detection	algorithms	in	protein–

protein	interaction	for	drug	target	discovery	and	drug	repurposing.	
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Reinforcement	Learning	(RL)	
•  Learning	

–  Optimize	a	utility	Function		
–  Feedback	from	one’s	environment	is	essential	for	RL.		
–  For	the	situation	when	the	correct	answer	is	difficult	to	define	or	there	

are	too	many	possible	paths	to	complete	the	task.		
•  Example	-AlphaGo	Zero	

–  A	computer	program	that	plays	the	board	game	Go	
–  At	the	2017	Future	of	Go	Summit,	beat	the	world	No.1	ranked	player	
–  AlphaGo	and	its	successors	use	a	Monte	Carlo	tree	search	algorithm	to	

find	its	moves	based	on	knowledge	learned	by	an	ANN	from	both	
human	and	computer	play		

•  Methods	
–  Stochastic	Decision	Process	
–  Q-Learning		

•  Applications	
–  Markov	Decision	Process	for	clinical	development	programs	(Chang,	

2010)	
–  Value	iteration	and	policy	iteration	algorithms	
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Phase	Transition	Probabilities	Of	Clinical	Trials		
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Source:	Chang	et	al.	(2019)	



Markov	Chain	For	Clinical	
Development	Program		
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Source:	Chang,	2010;	Chang	et	al.	2019	

Pij	=	Actual	Phase	Transition	Probability	from	Phase	i	to	Phase	j	for	
all	disease	indications	



SDP	=	Markov	chain	&	action	rules	(called	
policy)	to	optimize	the	NPV	at	each	stage.	
Backward	induction	&	dynamic	programming	
used	to	solve	the	problem.	
Action	=	trial	design	and	conduct,	……	

Sequential	Decision	Process	(SDP)	
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Source:	Chang,	2010;	Chang	et	al.	2019	
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Stochastic	Decision	Process	For	A	Cancer	Clinical	
Development	Program	(CDP)	
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Source:	Chang	et	al.	2019	



Swarm	Intelligence	(SI)	
•  Self-Organized	System	(SOS)		

–  SOS	=	Systems	in	which	organized	behavior	arises	without	a	centralized	
controller	or	leader	

–  Stigmergy	=	a	mechanism	of	indirect	coordination	between	agents:	the	trace	
left	in	the	environment	by	an	action	stimulates	the	performance	of	a	next	
action,	by	a	different	agent.	

•  Swarm	Intelligence	(SI)	
–  SI	=	intelligence	possessed	by	SOS	without	common	goal	and	leader	

•  Characteristics	of	SI	
–  Micro	motived	and	macro	consequence	(genotype	versus	phenotype)	
–  Each	individual	in	SOS	has	no	intelligence	and	follow	a	simple	rule.		
–  Ex:	each	ant	simply	follows	the	hormone,	but	the	colony	behaves	intelligently	

in	finding	the	shortest	path	to	the	food	source			
–  SI	is	not	own	by	any	individual	

•  SI	Examples	in	Nature	
–  Ant	colonies,	bird	flocking,	animal	herding,	bacterial	growth,	fish	schooling,	

and	microbial	intelligence	
•  Artificial	Swarm	Intelligence	Algorithms	

–  Particle	swarm,	Ant	colony,	Artificial	bee	colony,	Artificial	immune	systems,,	
Gravitational	search,	Glowworm	swarm,	and	Bat	algorithms	
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How	Swarm	Intelligence	Works	
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Swarm	Intelligence:	
Every	ant	follow	the	
smell,	collectively	the	
ant	colony	quickly	find	
the	shortest	path	
without	the	guidance	of	
any	central	intelligence	



Swarm	Intelligence	Applications	
•  A	central	part	of	the	rational	drug	development	process	is	the	prediction	of	the	

complex	structure	of	a	small	ligand	with	a	protein,	the	so-called	protein-	ligand	
docking	problem,	used	in	virtual	screening	of	large	databases	and	lead	
optimization.		

•  Korb	et	al	(2006)	developed	a	docking	algorithm	based	on	ant	colony	optimization,	
to	structure-based	drug	design.		

•  Fu,	et	al.	(2015)	studied	a	new	approach	for	flexible	molecular	docking	based	on	
swarm	intelligence.	They	compute	the	interactions	of	23	protein-ligand	complexes.		

•  Rajeshkumar	and	Kousalya	(2017)	present	a	view	on	applications	of	swarm-based	
intelligence	algorithms	in	pharmaceutical	in-	dustry,	including	drug	design,	
pharmacovigilance,	and	alignment	of	sequence.		

•  Soulami,	et.	Al.	(2017)	used	a	particle	swarm	optimization	(PSO)	based	algorithm	
for	detection	and	classification	of	abnormalities	in	mammographic	images	using	
texture	features	and	support	vector	machine	(SVM)	classifiers.		

•  Fang	et.	al.	(2018)	presented	a	novel	feature	selection	called	the	elite	search	
mechanism-based	flower	pollination	algorithm	(ESFPA)	used	to	determine	protein	
essentiality.	ESFPA	uses	an	improved	SI	algorithm	for	feature	selection	and	selects	
optimal	features	for	protein	essentiality	prediction.		

•  The	metaheuristicOpt	package	in	R	includes	many	optimization	algorithms	
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Evolutionary	Intelligence	(EI)	
•  Inspiration	by	Natural	Evolution	Process	

–  Inspired	by	our	understanding	of	biological	evolution	
•  Minimal	or	No	Specification	of	Solution	Structure	

–  Automatically	solves	problems	without	requiring	the	user	to	
know	or	specify	the	form	or	structure	of	the	solution	in	
advance.	

•  Solution	Improvement	Via	Evolution	
–  Generation	by	generation,	stochastically	transform	populations	
of	computer	programs	into	new	populations	of	programs	that	
will	effectively	solve	problems.	

•  Genetic	Algorithm	(GA)	versus	Genetic	Programming	(GP)	
–  Both	use	evolution	algorithms	
–  GA	is	represented	as	a	list	of	actions	and	values,	often	a	string	
–  GP	is	represented	as	a	tree	structure	of	actions	and	values,	
usually	a	nested	data	structure.		
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Genetic	Programming	

Three	Key	Elements	in	GP:	
	
(1)	Representation:	Syntax	Tree		

		Mathematical	or	compound	structure	
(2)	Reproductive	Mechanism:	Crossovers	and	Mutations	

Crossover	=	combination	of	two	randomly	selected	data	structures	to	produce	
one	new	structure.		
A	mutation	=	randomly	generates	a	subtree	to	replace	a	randomly	selected	
subtree	from	a	randomly	selected	individual.		

(3)	Survival	Fitness		
For	finding	a	function	g(x)	to	approximate	the	target	function	f(x),	the	fitness	=	
the	mean	square	error	between	the	two	functions.		
For	finding	a	optimal	treatment	sequence	for	infertility,	the	fitness	function	=	
treatment	success		(1	for	success	and	0	for	failure).	
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Genetic	Algorithm	For	Treatment	Strategy	Optimization		
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The	population	(treatment	sequences)	
changes	constantly	since	survivability	is	a	
function	of	fitness	or	observed	effect	of	
treatment	sequence		

Treatment	sequences	for	
treating	women	infertility	



Application	Of	Evolutionary	Intelligence	
•  RNA	structure	prediction	(Batenburg	et	al,1995)	
•  Molecular	structure	optimization	(Wong,	et	al.	2011)	
•  Ghosh	and	Jain	(2005)	collected	articles	across	a	broad	range	of	topics	on	

the	applications	of	evolutionary	AI	in	drug	discovery,	GP	in	data	mining	for	
drug	discovery	

•  Barmpalex,	et.	al.	(2011)	has	used	symbolic	regression	via	genetic	
programming	in	the	optimization	of	a	controlled	release	pharmaceutical		
formulation	and	compared	its	predictive	performance	to	ANNs.		

•  Ghaheri,et.	al.	(2015)	reviewed	the	applications	of	the	genetic	algorithm	in	
disease	screening,	diagnosis,	treatment	planning,	pharmacovigilance,	
prognosis,	and	health	care	management.		

•  Ghaheri	et	al	(2019)	provided	an	comprehensive	review	of	the	
applications	of	genetic	algorithms	in	medicine,	in	14	different	areas:		
–  radiology,	oncology,	cardiology,	endocrinology,	obstetrics	and	gynecology,	

pediatrics,	surgery,	infectious	diseases,	pulmonology,	radiotherapy,	
rehabilitation	medicine,	orthopedics,	neurology,	pharmacotherapy,	and	health	
care	management.		
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Review	&	Summary	
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Unsupervised	
Learning	

Machine	
Learning	

Reinforcement	
Learning	

Evolutional	
Learning	

Swarm	
Intelligence	
Learning	

Supervised	
Learning	

List	Of	Machine	Learning	Methods	
Details	and	References	Available	from	the	Upcoming	Book	(Chang,	2020)	

-	Link	analysis	
-	PCA	
-	K-Means	
-	Hierarchical			
			Clustering	
-	SOM	

-	SBML	
-	KNN	
-	Deep	learning	
(FNN,	CNN,	RNN,	
DBN)		
-	Kernel	method	
-	SVM	
-	GANs		
-	Autoencoders	
-	Decision	tree	
(bagging,	Boosting,	
Random	forest)	
-	Logistic	regression		
-	Ridge,	lasso,	elastic	
			net	regressions	
-	Bayesian	network	

-	Sequential	decision	
			process	
-	Bayesian	Q-learning	

-	Genetic	algorithm		
-	Genetic	programming	
-	Cellular	automata		

-	Ant	clustering	model		
-	Particle	swarm		
		optimization		(PSO)	
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AI	
Applications	

	

Kernel	Method	for	
Protein	Classification	
&		Biological	
Sequences	

Drug	
Discovery	

Healthcare	

Microarray	Data	
Analysis	

Drug	
Development	

SBML	for	Clinical	
Trials	of	Rare	
Disease	&	Precision	
Medicine		

Deep	Learning	
(FNN,	CNN,	RNN,	
LSTM,	DBN)	for	drug	
design	&	molecule	
classification	

Decision	Tree,		
Random	Forest	for	
bioactivity	
classification,	protein-
ligand	binding,	toxicity	
modeling	

LDA	for	drug-drug	
interaction,	kNN	for	
drugable	molecules	
identification,	SVM		
for	DNA-binding	
protein	prediction,	
Network	similarity	for	
disease	modeling	

NLP	for	Pharmacovigilance:		
Auto-narrative	generation,	
narrative	analysis,	QC	
assessment,	causality	
assessment.	develop	
disease	models,	
probabilistic	clinical	risk	
stratification	models,	and	
practice-based	clinical	
pathways	

Disease	Diagnosis	
&	Prognosis	with	
Medical	Image	

Data	

NLP	for	Medical	
Records:	text	
processing,		
classification	

KNN,	SVM,		CNN,		
AdaBoost,	Autoencoder	
for	Cancer	Detection	
from	Gene	Expression	
Data	

ANN	&	SOM	
ensembles	for	
gene-related	
clustering	

CNN	for	tumor	detection,	
segmentation,	
classification,	and	
computer-aided	
diagnosis,	breast	cancer	
(mammography),		
lung	diseases,	lesion	
segmentation	for	
traumatic	brain	injuries,	
brain	tumor,		CV	disease	
with	Cardiological	image		

List	Of	AI	Applications	
Details	and	References	Available	from	Upcoming	Book	(Chang,	Feb	2020)	

Structure-
Activity	

Relationship	
(QSAR)	

SVM	for	disability	
due	to	stroke,		
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Similarity-Based	Machine	Learning	in	R	(1)		
library(class)	
#	Normalize	data	(by	subtracting	Mean	and	Dividing	by	SD	of	the	RefData	
normalizeData	=	function(DataToNormalize,	RefData){	
		normalizedData	=	DataToNormalize	
		for	(n	in	1:ncol(DataToNormalize)){	
				normalizedData[,n]	=	(DataToNormalize[,n]	-	mean(RefData[,n]))	/	sd(RefData[,n])	
		}	
		return(normalizedData)	
}	
#	Calculate	initial	scaling	factors	R0s	#	S0s	=	p-values	
InitialRs	=	function	(X,	eta,	S0s)	{	
		K	=	length(S0s);	R0s	=	rep(0,	K)	
		for	(k	in	1:K)	{	
				#	force	<12	to	avoid	s=exp(d)	overflow	
    R0s[k] = min((-log(S0s[k])) ^(1/eta) / max(IQR(X[ ,k]), 0.0000001), 12) 
		}	
		return	(R0s);	
}	
Distance	=	function	(Rs,	x1,	x2)	{	
		#	3	vectors:	Rs	=	scaling	factors,	x1	=	point	1,	x2	=	point	2	
		K	=	length(Rs)	
  d = 0; for (k in 1:K) { d = d + (Rs[k]* (x2[k]-x1[k]))^2 } 
		return	(d^0.5)	
}	
#	Calculate	Similarity	Score.	
SimilarityTrain	=	function(eta,	Rs,	Xtrain)	{	
		N1	=	nrow(Xtrain);	K	=	length(Rs);	
  S = matrix(0, nrow=N1, ncol=N1) 
		for	(i	in	1:N1)	{	for	(j	in	i:N1)	{	
														    d2 = 0; for (k in 1:K) { d2 = d2 + (Rs[k]* (Xtrain[i,k]-Xtrain[j,k]))^2 } 
				S[i,j]	=	exp(-d2^0.5)	#	avoid	0	for	i=j	
				S[j,i]=S[i,j]	#	Use	symmetry	to	reduce	50%	CPU	time.	
		}	}	#	End	j	and	i	loops	
		return	(S)	
}	
#	Calculate	Similarity	Scores	between	training	and	test	subjects.	
Similarity	=	function(eta,	Rs,	Xtrain,	Xtest)	{	
		N1	=	nrow(Xtrain);	N2=nrow(Xtest);	K	=	length(Rs)	
  S = matrix(0, nrow=N2, ncol=N1) 
		for	(i	in	1:N2)	{	for	(j	in	1:N1)	{	
			 d2 = 0; for (k in 1:K) { d2 = d2 + (Rs[k]* (Xtest[i,k]-Xtrain[j,k]))^2 } 
    S[i,j] = exp(-d2^0.5) 
		}	}	#	End	j	and	i	loops	
		return	(S)	
}	
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Weight	=	function(S)	{	
  N1= nrow(S); N2=ncol(S); 
		W	=	matrix(0,	nrow=N1,	ncol=N2)	
		for	(i	in	1:N1)	{	
				sum_S_row	=	sum(S[i,	])	
				for	(j	in	1:N2)	{	W[i,j]	=	S[i,j]	/	max(sum_S_row,0.00000000001)	}		
		}	
		return	(W)	
}	#	End	of	Weight	
PredictedY	=	function	(W,	Ytrain,	Ytest)	{	
		#	Calculate	predicted	outcome	and	Error	
		OutObj	=	list()	
		OutObj$pred_Y	=	W	%*%	Ytrain	#	For	binary	outcome,	pred_y	=	prob	of	1.	
		OutObj$MSE	=	mean((OutObj$pred_Y	-	Ytest)^2)	
			return	(OutObj)	
}	#	End	of	PredictionY	
DerivativeE	=	function(eta,	pred_Y,	Rs,	X,	S,	O)	{	
		#	Derivatives	if	the	loss	function	
		N	=	nrow(X);	K	=length(Rs)	
		der_S	=	matrix(0,	nrow=K*N,	ncol=N);	der_W	=	matrix(0,	nrow=K*N,	ncol=N)	
		dist	=	matrix(0,	nrow=N,	ncol=N);	der_E	=	rep(0,	K)	
		for	(i	in	1:N)	{	for	(j	in	i:N)	{
    d2 = 0; for (k in 1:K) { d2 = d2 + (Rs[k]* (X[i,k]-X[j,k]))^2 }
				dist[i,j]	=max(d2^0.5,	0.0000001)	#	avoid	overflow	in	der_d	below	
				dist[j,i]=dist[i,j]	
				}}	#	End	of	i	and	j	loops	
		for	(m	in	1:K)	{	for	(i	in	1:N)	{	for	(j	in	i:N)	{	
    der_d = (Rs[m]/dist[i,j]) * (X[i,m]-X[j,m]) ^2
    der_S[(m-1)*N+i, j] = -1 * S[i,j] * eta * (dist[i,j])^(eta-1) * der_d
    der_S[(m-1)*N+j, i] =der_S[(m-1)*N+i, j]
		}	}	}	#	End	of	j,	i,	and	m	loops	
		#	Weight	Derivative	
		for	(m	in	1:K)	{	for	(i	in	1:N)	{	
    sum_der_S = sum(der_S[(m-1)*N+i, ]); sumSi = sum(S[i, ])
				for	(j	in	i:N)	{	
      der_W[(m-1)*N+i, j] = der_S[(m-1)*N+i, j] / sumSi - S[i,j]* sum_der_S /sumSi^2
      der_W[(m-1)*N+j, i] =der_W[(m-1)*N+i, j]
				}	}	}	#	End	of	j,	i,	and	m	loops	
		#	Derivatives	of	E	
		for	(m	in	1:K)	{	for	(i	in	1:N)	{	
				err	=	2/N	*(pred_Y[i]	-	O[i])		#	For	mean	squared	error	
    for (j in 1:N) { der_E[m] = der_E[m] +  err * O[j] * der_W[(m-1)*N+i, j] }
		}	}	#	End	of	I	and	m	loops	
		return	(der_E)	
}	#	End	of	DerivativeE	
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Learning	=	function	(LearningRate,	Lamda,	Rs,	der_E)	{	
		#	Update	scaling	factors,	Rs.	
		K=length(Rs)	
		der_lossFun	=	der_E+2*Lamda*Rs	#	derivatives	of	loss	function	
		Rs	=	Rs	-	LearningRate	*	der_lossFun	
		#	force	Rs<25	to	avoid	S=exp(d)	overflow	
  for (m in 1:length(Rs)) { Rs[m] = min(max(0,Rs[m]),25) }
		return	(Rs)	
}	#	End	of	Learning	
#	Training	AI	to	obtain	scaling	factors,	Rs	###	
SBMLtrain	=	function(Epoch,	S0,	Lamda,	LearningRate,	eta,	Xtrain,	Ytrain)	{	
		TrainObj=list();	OutObj0=	list();	OutObj=	list()	
		R0	=	InitialRs(Xtrain,	eta,	S0);	
		S	=	SimilarityTrain(eta,	R0,	Xtrain)	
		OutObj0	=	PredictedY	(Weight(S),	Ytrain,	Ytrain)	
		Rs=R0;	OutObj	=OutObj0	#	in	case	Epoch	=0	for	no	learning	
		TrainMSE0	=	OutObj0$MSE	
		preLoss	=	OutObj0$MSE+Lamda*sum(Rs^2)	
		#	Learning	
  iter=0;
		while	(iter<Epoch)	{	
				preRs=Rs	
				Rs	=	Learning(LearningRate,	Lamda,	Rs,	DerivativeE(eta,	OutObj0$pred_Y,	Rs,	Xtrain,	S,	Ytrain))	
				OutObj	=	PredictedY	(Weight(SimilarityTrain	(eta,	Rs,	Xtrain)),	Ytrain,	Ytrain)	
				iter=iter+1	
				Loss	=	OutObj$MSE+Lamda*sum(Rs^2)	
				if	(Loss>preLoss)	{Rs=preRs;	iter=Epoch+1}	
				preLoss=Loss	
		}	
		TrainObj$Rs	=	Rs;	TrainObj$Y	=	OutObj$pred_Y;	TrainObj$MSE	=	OutObj$MSE	
		return(	TrainObj)	
}	
#	Linear	regression	
#	outcome	=	"gaussian"	or	"binomial",	...	
GLMPv	=	function(Y,	X,	outcome)	{	
		LMfull=glm(Y	~.,	data=X,	family=outcome)	
		sumLM=coef(summary(LMfull))	
  pVals=sumLM[,4][1:ncol(X)+1]
		return	(pVals)	
}	
	
	
	

#	Example	with	Simulated	Multivariate	Normal	Data			
#	covariance	matrix	for	creating	correlated	X.		
library(mvtnorm)	
sigma	=	matrix(c(1,	0.0,	0.6,	0.2,	0.0,	0.0,	0.0,		
																															0.0,	1,	0.0,	0.0,	0.0,	0.0,	0.0,	
																															0.6,	0.0,	1,	0.5,	0.0,	0.0,	0.0,	
																															0.2,	0.0,	0.5,	1,	0.0,	0.0,	0.0,	
																															0.0,	0.0,	0.0,	0.0,	1,	0.0,	0.0,	
																															0.0,	0.0,	0.0,	0.0,	0.0,	1,	0.0,	
																															0.0,	0.0,	0.0,	0.0,	0.0,	0.0,	1),	ncol=7)		
mu=c(0,0,0,0,0,0,0)	#	7	multivarite	normal	means	
initS	=	rep(0.5,	7)	#	7	intial	similarities.	
xTrain	=	rmvnorm(n=40,	mean=mu,	sigma=sigma)	
xTest	=	rmvnorm(n=40,	mean=mu,	sigma=sigma)	
#	Construct	y	that	are	not	linearly	related	to	x	
Ytrain=xTrain[,1]+xTrain[,2]*xTrain[,3]+xTrain[,4]^2+xTrain[,5]	
Ytest=xTest[,1]+xTest[,2]*xTest[,3]+xTest[,4]^2+xTest[,5]	
#	Data	normalization	
	Xtrain	=	as.data.frame(normalizeData(xTrain,	xTrain))	
	Xtest	=	as.data.frame(normalizeData(xTest,	xTrain))	
#	Assign	p-value	from	LM	to	initial	similarities	
#	initS	=	GLMPv(Y=Ytrain,	X=Xtrain,	outcome	=	"gaussian”)	
	
mySBMLtrain=SBMLtrain(Epoch=5,	S0=initS,	Lamda=-0.5,	LearningRate=0.125,	
eta=1,	Xtrain,	Ytrain)	
myPred=PredictedY(Weight(Similarity(eta=1,	mySBMLtrain$Rs,	Xtrain,	
Xtest)),Ytrain,	Ytest)	
#	MSE	using	training	mean	for	prediction	
plot(myPred$pred_Y,	Ytest)	
mse1=mean((Ytest-mean(Ytrain))^2)	#	naive	mse	
mse2=myPred$MSE		#	Probability	error	
avemse1=avemse1+mse1/50	
avemse2=avemse2+mse2/50	
}	
avemse1;	avemse2	
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